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Softsource Wins 3 prestigious
Microsoft Partner Awards

Softsource’s leading edge, Cloud offering and expertise has been recognised at
the recent NZ Microsoft Partner Awards by taking three first place positions for 
delivering exemplary and innovative solutions using Microsoft technologies to address 
customer’s business requirements.

The Microsoft Partner Awards represent the pinnacle of IT industry awards in New Zealand
and we were thrilled to have been recognised as leaders in the Midmarket Solution, Cloud SMB and Sales 
Specialist categories. 

Jared Pederson, Microsoft NZ’s  partner strategy & programs manager, said that over the seven years the partner awards 
have been running in New Zealand “the solutions have become ever more innovative, exemplary and also complex”. The 
awards themselves have also changed to reflect the evolution in technology, growing from 14 original categories to 22 this 
year, including three categories dedicated to cloud-based solutions. This year, Microsoft received over 80 submissions 
from more than 30 companies and cloud solutions dominated the winners list.

Softsource received praise for our commitment to providing tailored solutions, for easing the technology transition 
and  for introducing new technologies and improved solutions for our clients.   The three categories awards were:

Midmarket Solution Provider Partner of the Year
The Midmarket Solution Provider Partner of the Year Award honours a partner using Microsoft 
technologies in innovative ways across lines of business to deploy critical infrastructure solutions 
serving customers in the midmarket business space Softsource demonstrated innovative excellence 
and proficiency in deploying solutions that use Microsoft technology to significantly help midmarket 
businesses address their unique challenges, help save money, and enable them to remain competitive. 

Cloud Small and Medium Business (SMB) Partner of the Year
The Cloud Partner of the Year: Small and Medium Business (SMB) Award honours a partner that has 
successfully scaled out its cloud practice to a world class solution. The solution includes public cloud 
products such as Office 365, Windows Intune, and CRM Online etc. and in the Softsource solution, 
also offers a hybrid solution that includes the entrada Private cloud. 

Sales Specialist of the year - John Harrop
The Sales Specialist of the Year Award recognises an individual sales professional who demonstrates 
exceptional Microsoft solution knowledge and sales expertise. A winning sales professional 
demonstrates proficiency in solution selling and a commitment to continuous improvements in 
customer satisfaction.   John Harrop,  Sales Director at Softsource clearly desserved this accolade 
with his attention to detail in architecting the best solution to meet the individual customer needs.
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To find out more about what makes Softsource a recognised leader or to discuss your 
IT solutions and cloud options, contact us today.


